La Patience Chardonnay
South of France

La Patience Blanc
South of France

La Patience Rosé
South of France

La Patience Nemausa Rosé
South of France

Organically managed family estate making
wines full of the Southern sun and joy
of life. Like this fruity, crisp white whose
citrus and mineral flavors make it a perfect
fit for all kinds of marine creatures.
Fun fact: the name comes from a wild,
aromatic herb called “La Patience”,
found throughout the vineyards.

Blend of typical Southern varietals
Vermentino and Grenache Blanc
+ Chardonnay, savvily balancing between
the marine/citrusy tones and pleasant
roundness. An instant crowd-pleaser,
full of the Southern sun and joy of life,
bursting with warm sun and vibrancy,
that goes well with all dishes and
occasions.

Rosé, the best embodiment
of the warming season and the
exhilaration of life! Sporting Grenache's
fruit and spiciness and Cinsault's
drinkability, this wine is a natural-born
companion for your pool, picnics
and all-things-fun.

Organically managed family estate,
full of the Southern sun and joy of life.
Nemausa, named from the old Latin name
for the city of Nîmes, this old vine Grenache
and Syrah gives beautiful structure
and pronounced notes of red fruit, Provencal
herbs and a long finish reminiscent
of an afternoon spent reading under the
trees. Best paired with fish dishes, traditional
bouillabaisse, grills & picnics.
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La Patience Rouge
South of France

La Patience Merlot
South of France

La Patience Chardonnay
South of France

La Patience Blanc
South of France

A renowned French estate making joyful
wines under the warm Southern sun
stands behind this Jenny & Francois
exclusive label. A merlot-carignan blend
with pleasant red berries both on the nose
and palate; thanks to its vivacity and silky
tannins, it bears the licence to chill
(with all kinds of aperitives).

This organically farmed family estate is
making delightful wines in the warm South
of France. This Merlot seduces the senses
with notes of dark cherries, baking chocolate,
ripe plums and sweet herbs - our go-to BBQ
and pizza wine. Fun fact: the name comes
from a wild, aromatic herb called
“La Patience” that can be found throughout
the vineyards.

Organically managed family estate making
wines full of the Southern sun and joy
of life. Like this fruity, crisp white whose
citrus and mineral flavors make it a perfect
fit for all kinds of marine creatures.
Fun fact: the name comes from a wild,
aromatic herb called “La Patience”,
found throughout the vineyards.

Blend of typical Southern varietals
Vermentino and Grenache Blanc
+ Chardonnay, savvily balancing between
the marine/citrusy tones and pleasant
roundness. An instant crowd-pleaser,
full of the Southern sun and joy of life,
bursting with warm sun and vibrancy,
that goes well with all dishes and
occasions.
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